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WCS Program & Schedule

Women Coaches Symposium

One Stop MyU : For Students, Faculty, and Sta�

Program  WCS Program & Schedule

7:00 - 8:30am

Menu 

https://wcs.umn.edu/
https://twin-cities.umn.edu/
https://onestop.umn.edu/
http://www.myu.umn.edu/
https://wcs.umn.edu/wcs-program
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Registration, Networking, and Breakfast sponsored by

WeCOACH 

https://wecoachsports.org/
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Morning Keynote, 8:45 - 9:40am

Sponsored by SPORT BIGS™

https://sportbigs.com/
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Introducing Minnesota Aurora FC

Nicole Lukic, Jennie Clark and Jen Larrick

Minnesota Aurora begins play in the USL W League in May 2022. The team is women-led

and community-owned. Before they begin league play, the coaching sta� is joining us at

the Women Coaches Symposium! Head Coach for Minnesota Aurora FC, Nicole

Lukic and assistant coaches Jennie Clark and Jen Larrick to discuss their coaching

journeys and experiences starting a new soccer club. 

https://www.mnaurora.com/
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/nicole-lukic
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/jennie-clark
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/jen-larrick
https://www.uslwleague.com/
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/nicole-lukic
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/jennie-clark
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/jen-larrick
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Breakout Session #1, 9:55 - 10:55am 

The Xs and Os of Healing-Centered Sport 

Megan Bartlett and Christine Bright

Understanding how the brain responds to stress and adversity is critical for all coaches-

from community youth leagues, to college and professional coaches.   It informs how we

create environments that are safe, provide a positive, skill-building experience, and allow

young people to perform to the best of their ability.   This session will help coaches

understand the impact of adversity and key strategies to ensure that sport is meeting its

tremendous promise to heal and not harm.

https://chjs.org/
https://wcs.umn.edu/xs-and-os-healing-centered-sport
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/megan-bartlett
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/christine-bright
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WeCOACH presents: Implementing Inclusion 

Laura Burnett-Kurie, Mary Johnston and Victoria West

Moderator: Vanessa Fuchs

WeCOACH | NCAA Women Coaches Academy graduates will engage in a panel discussion

sharing their experiences for implementing a culture that fosters meaningful inclusion on

their teams. The discussion will o�er speci�c examples of proactive strategies, actionable

steps, and resources that all coaches should consider utilizing to ensure each team

member maintains a strong sense of belonging and respect.

https://wcs.umn.edu/wecoach-presents-implementing-inclusion
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/laura-burnett-kurie
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/mary-johnston
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/victoria-west
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/vanessa-fuchs
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My Superpower  with Her Next Play 

Audra Emerson and Emily Odermatt

- Student-Athlete Track -

Student-athletes build incredible leadership skills through sport.  Yet it can be challenging

to identify and translate those skills and experiences to life and careers.  During this

interactive session, student-athletes will: 

Learn how to articulate the transferrable skills they are learning as an athlete

https://wcs.umn.edu/my-superpower-her-next-play
https://www.hernextplay.org/
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/audra-emerson
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/emily-odermatt
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Identify their “superpower” – what strength di�erentiates them and drives their

success

Re�ect on how they use their “superpower” on their team and how they might apply it

as a leader and in potential careers

Breakout Session #2, 11:10 am - 12:05pm 

The Tucker Center Team Presents Coaching HER 

Dr. Nicole M. LaVoi, Dr. Emily Matheson, Efrat Abadi, Courtney Boucher, and Hannah

Silva-Breen

The Tucker Center for Research on Girls & Women in Sport in conjunction with the Centre

for Appearance Research will be talking about strategies coaches can use to combat

harmful gender stereotypes and develop a body con�dent sport environment for girls.

The goal of this session is to help coaches grow, develop, support, and keep girls in sport.

Changemakers Panel  

Kari Krakow, Muna Mohamed, Alicia Pelton and Maria Stuber

Moderator: Shelly Breen

This panel of changemakers consists of women who all have taken creative action to

transform sport in their own communities. Hear di�erent perspectives and be inspired by

these women coaches who have made signi�cant impacts in unique ways. 

https://wcs.umn.edu/tucker-center-team-presents-coaching-her
https://wcs.umn.edu/nicolelavoi
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/emily-matheson
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/efrat-abadi
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/courtney-boucher
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/hannah-silva-breen
https://www.uwe.ac.uk/research/centres-and-groups/appearance
https://wcs.umn.edu/changemakers-panel
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/kari-krakow
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/muna-mohamed
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/alicia-pelton
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/maria-stuber
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/shelly-breen
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Creating Wellness and Performance Within a High-

Pressure Coaching Career 

Dr. Chrissy Holm, McKenzie Bromback and Katie Kollar

Moderator: Dr. Erin Ayala

- Student-Athlete Track -

Ready to take your athletic career to the next level by coaching others? In this session we

will talk about the joys, demands, typical lifestyle, and potential burnout associated with a

coaching career. Learn strategies to increase resilience and improve wellbeing in a

profession that demands your best around the clock from a panel of collegiate and high

school coaches as well as sport psychology providers. This breakout will o�er best

practices informed by coaching experience and sport psychology/mental health research

to achieve success as a coach while also keeping your life battery full. This session is

targeted for student-athletes but open to all audiences.

Keynote, 12:15 - 1:15 pm

https://wcs.umn.edu/creating-wellness-and-performance-within-high-pressure-coaching-career
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/chrissy-holm
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/mckenzie-bromback
https://wcs.umn.edu/katie-kollar
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/erin-ayala
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 

Jen Fry

Fry's keynote speeches are highly engaging and interactive on a wide variety on topics

that include rich visuals that will not only draw the participants in, but also empower

them to take the next steps to continue working to be antiracist. Social justice education

assists everyone in their process of critically thinking of how to become culturally

competent, how to self re�ect on one’s position, power and privilege, and lastly, how to

create an inclusive culture that allows diversity to be a part of the culture not BE the

culture.

Handouts

https://jenfrytalks.mykajabi.com/
https://wcs.umn.edu/keynote-speaker-jen-fry
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/jen-fry
https://wcs.umn.edu/keynote-speaker-jen-fry
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Lunch, 1:15 - 2:00 pm

If you would like to participate in 'Take a Student to Lunch', click here .

Breakout Session #3, 2:00 - 2:50 pm 

https://wcs.umn.edu/TASTL
https://wcs.umn.edu/team-approach-puberty-avoiding-pitfalls-you-and-your-female-athletes
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A Team Approach to Puberty: Avoiding Pitfalls for You

and Your Female Athletes 

Dr. Heather Cichanowski, Pete Larson and Jillian Tholen of TRIA Women’s Sports

Medicine

This panel of sports medicine professionals will inform coaches what they need to know

about common issues related to female athletes including information and tips on

getting a female athlete through puberty to adulthood, bone stress injuries, Relative

Energy De�ciency in Sports (RED-S), and why strength training is so important for

females.

Mentoring, Coaching Tree & Leaving a Legacy 

Faith Johnson Patterson and Tamara Moore

Hear from two pioneering and ground breaking African-American women basketball

coaches. These Hall-of-Fame women have made history in their own rights and they will

share their insights about their journey in sport and coaching, the importance of

mentorship, and how to leave a legacy in and through sport.

Careers in Sport: How to Stay Involved 

Maya Hayes, Mackenzie Hemming and Erica Kesseh

Moderator: Hannah-Silva Breen

- Student-Athlete Track -

Get advice and learn from early career coaches who have made the transition from

student-athletes to coach. Whether you're interested in being a career coach, working

with youth, or learning about di�erent journeys and pathways to continue to stay

involved in the sporting space - this panel is for you!

3:00 - 3:10 pm 

https://wcs.umn.edu/team-approach-puberty-avoiding-pitfalls-you-and-your-female-athletes
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/heather-cichanowski-md-caq
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/pete-larson
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/jillian-tholen
http://tria.com/women
https://wcs.umn.edu/mentoring-coaching-tree-leaving-legacy
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/faith-johnson-patterson
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/tamara-moore
https://wcs.umn.edu/careers-sport-how-stay-involved
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/maya-hayes
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/mackenzie-hemming
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/erica-kesseh
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/hannah-silva-breen
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Coach of the Year Awards

sponsored by Jostens

For the second time, the Women Coaches Symposium will recognize and honor

exemplary women coaches in three award categories.
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Jean K. Freeman Keynote , 3:00 - 3:10 pm 

Sponsored by Premier Sport Psychology

https://wcs.umn.edu/jean-k-freeman-keynote
https://premiersportpsychology.com/
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Report Web Disability-Related Issue

Join us for a post-WCS Happy Hour!

(contact us if you are interested in sponsoring the happy hour!)

More information to come, stay tuned.

Register Now 

This project is associated with the Tucker Center for Research on Girls & Women in Sport.

School of Kinesiology  |  College of Education and Human Development

We are thrilled to welcome Stephanie Wheeler, to the 2022 Women Coaches

Symposium as this years Jean K. Freeman Keynote Speaker!

Stephanie Wheeler is the head coach of women’s wheelchair basketball at the University

of Illinois, is a Paralympic gold medalist, World Championship gold medalist, and

collegiate national champion.  She was a member of the gold medal winning women’s

wheelchair basketball team at both the 2004 Athens and 2008 Beijing Paralympic Games. 

She was also a member and co-captain of the gold medal winning 2010 world

championship team that competed in Birmingham, England. 

Read more...

https://system.umn.edu/
https://privacy.umn.edu/
https://oit-drupal-prd-web.oit.umn.edu/indexAccess.php?ref_url=https://wcs.umn.edu/program/wcs-program-schedule-0
https://z.umn.edu/wcsreg
http://www.tuckercenter.org/
http://kin.umn.edu/
http://cehd.umn.edu/
https://wcs.umn.edu/people/stephanie-wheeler
https://wcs.umn.edu/jean-k-freeman-keynote
https://wcs.umn.edu/jean-k-freeman-keynote

